
Number Ordering Picture Puzzles
Practise and review sequencing numbers with these FREE differentiated puzzles!  Children should 
order the numbers to complete the picture.  ENGAGING hands-on learning for your continuous 
provision!  Simply print out, laminate and cut along the solid lines!  Alternatively, the black and white 
versions can be printed on paper for children to colour and then use as a cut and paste activity.  The 
complete differentiated versions of these freebie puzzle packs can be found in my shop!

The following 3 puzzles are included in colour and black/white:

• Order numbers 1-3 (sea life theme)
• Order numbers 1-5 (dinosaur theme)
• Order numbers 6-10 (fairy tale theme)

Thank-you so much for downloading my resource!  If you have a few spare minutes, I would really appreciate it 
if you could provide some feedback.  

I love to see my resources in action, so please tag me on Instagram (@noworksheetsallowed) to show me how you 
use the activity!  Follow me on:  Pinterest Instagram Facebook No Worksheets Allowed

The full version of these puzzle packs can be found in my shop!
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